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Abstract: Aim: Non-small cell lung carcinoma is the leading cause of cancer related to death in the world. Squamous
cell lung carcinoma (SqCLC) is the second most frequent histological subtype of lung carcinomas. Recently, growth
factors, growth factor receptors, and signal transduction system-related gene amplifications and mutations are
extensively under investigation to estimate the prognosis and to develop individualized therapies in SqCLC. In this
study, besides the signal transduction molecule phosphatidyl inositol-3-phosphate kinase (IP3K) p110α, we explored the expressions of fibroblast growth factor 2 (FGF2) and receptor-1 (FGFR1) in tumor tissue and also their
clinical and prognostic significance in patients with early/advanced SqCLC. Materials and methods: From 2005 to
2013, 129 patients (23 early, 106 advanced disease) with a histopathological SqCLC diagnosis were selected from
the hospital files of Cukurova University Medical Faculty for this study. Two independent pathologists evaluated
FGFR1, FGF2, and PI3K (p110α) expressions in both tumor and stromal tissues from 99 of the patients with sufficient tissue samples, using immunohistochemistry. Considering survival analysis separately for patients with both
early and advanced stage diseases, the relationship between the clinical features of the patients and expressions
were evaluated by univariate and multivariate analyses. Results: FGFR1 expression was found to be low in 59 (60%)
patients and high in 40 (40%) patients. For FGF2; 12 (12%) patients had high, 87 (88%) patients had low expression and for IP3K; 31 (32%) patients had high and 66 (68%) patients had low expressions. In univariate analysis,
overall survival (OS) was significantly associated with stage of the disease and the performance status of the patient
(P<0.0001 and P<0.001). There was no significant difference in OS of the patients with either low or high expressions of FGFR1, FGF2, and IP3K. When the patients with early or advanced stage disease were separately taken into
consideration, the relationship did not differ, either. Any of FGFR1, FGF2 or IP3K expressions was not found predictive for the treatment of early or advanced staged patients. On the other hand, the expressions of both FGFR1 and
FGF2 were significantly different with respect to smoking, scar of tuberculosis and scar of radiotherapy (P=0.002;
P=0.06 and P=0.05, respectively). Discussion: There has not been identified an effective individualized treatment
for SqCLC yet. Therefore, in order to be able to develop such a treatment in the future, it is essential to identify the
genetic abnormalities that are responsible for the biological behaviors and carcinogenesis of SqCLC. Although we
could not show the prognostic and predictive significance of FGFR1, FGF2 and IP3K expressions in SqCLC, we determined the expression rates of FGFR1, FGF2 and IP3K as a reference for Turkish patients. In conclusion, we want
to put some emphasis on the fact that, pulmonary fibrosis which is a late complication of radiotherapy at stage III
disease, and the scar of tuberculosis could be associated with FGFR1 and FGF2 expressions.
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Figure 1. High FGFR1 expression on tumoral tissue.

Figure 3. High FGF2 expression on tumoral tissue.

Figure 2. Low FGFR1 expression on tumoral tissue.

Figure 4. Low FGF2 expression on tumoral tissue.

Introduction

which lead to cancer development [5, 6]. FGF2
is a potent stimulator of angiogenesis, and has
a high-affinity for binding to FGFR1. Increased
levels of FGF2, FGFR1, and FGFR2 proteins
have been demonstrated in NSCLC cell series
[7, 8]. Some publications have investigated the
significance of bFGF and FGFR expression in
NSCLC, but the roles of these molecules in
early pathogenesis and disease progression
are not clarified yet [9-16]. FGFR signal pathway
plays a role in the epithelial and mesenchymal
transition (EMT) that is necessary for invasion
and tumor cell metastasis, as well. They are
also believed to be responsible for the resistance developed against drugs used to target
at EGFR [17]. While studies showed a positive
correlation between smoking and FGFR1
expression, no correlation of FGFR1 to lymph
node metastasis, tumor stage, and age was
identified [18]. Phosphatidyl inositol-3-phosphate kinase (IP3K) pathway on the other hand
is a signal delivery pathway necessary for cel-

Lung cancer is the leading cause of cancer
mortality worldwide, in both men and women
[1]. The most prevalent subtype is adenocarcinoma, treatment of which has significantly
developed recently [2]. The second most common histological subtype of non-small cell lung
carcinoma (NSCLC) is squamous cell carcinoma (SqCLC) [3, 4]. This type of carcinoma can
develop in scar tissue. Several biochemical and
clinical parameters have been investigated to
assess their prognostic and/or predictive
relevance.
Angiogenesis has a prominent role in NSCLC
pathogenesis. Fibroblast growth factor (FGF) is
an important molecule involved in angiogenesis. FGF2 or basic FGF (bFGF) and transmembrane domain of FGF receptor (FGFR) tyrosine
kinase are signal molecules contributing to different physiologic processes, dysregulation of
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Figure 5. High IP3K expression on tumoral tissue.

Figure 6. Low IP3K expression on tumoral tissue.

lular life cycle, metabolism, motility, and angiogenesis. To date, many researchers have shown
that anomalies in IP3K/phosphatase and tensin homologue (PTEN)/serine/threonine-specific protein kinase (Akt)/mammalian target of
rapamycin (mTOR) pathways are more common
in SqCLC than in adenocarcinomas [19].
Studies report IP3K expression rates around
40% [20, 21]. IP3K/PTEN/Akt/mTOR pathway
plays a role in cisplatin resistance, indicating
that mutations in this pathway might be guiding
for drug resistance [22].

dure, and hematoxylin eosin stained slides
were prepared using 5-micron serial sections
and examined under light microscope.
Histological sections were placed on special
polylysine slides for immunohistochemical staining. Anti-FGFR-1 (rabbit polyclonal; sc-121,
Santa Cruz, 1:50), anti-FGF-2 (rabbit polyclonal;
AB1458, Chemicon, 1:200), and anti-IP3K
(p110) were applied on sections prepared from
the paraffin blocks of the cases included in the
study. Two independent pathologists at the
Pathology Department, Cukurova University
Medical School evaluated the preparations.
Cytoplasmic staining in tumor and stromal cells
for FGF-2, FGFR-1 and PI3K (p110α) was investigated and both stromal density and intensity
scores were recorded. Cytoplasmic staining
score for FGFR-1 and FGF-2 were evaluated as
0= negative, 1= weak, 2= moderate, 3= strong.
Stroma density scores were determined as 1=
low, 2= medium, 3= high and intensity scores
were reported as percentages (0-100%)
(Figures 1-6).

Over time, many agents will be used in individualized therapy of SqCLC. Therefore, in this
study, we aimed to investigate the FGFR1,
FGF2, IP3K expression frequencies and their
clinical, predictive, and prognostic significance
immunohistochemically in SqCLC, a specific
subtype of lung carcinoma.
Materials and methods
Patient recruitment
There were 395 patients at our hospital diagnosed with SqCLC between 2006 and 2013.
Pathologic investigation was made in the specimens of 99 of the 129 patients whose complete data could be obtained. Patients with
missing follow-up data, insufficient pathology
specimens, and diagnosed with transthoracic
fine needle aspiration were excluded from the
study. Approval of the Ethics Committee of our
university was obtained for the study (Approval
date: 07.06.2012; Decision No. 9).
Immunohistochemical examination
Tissues fixed in 10% formaldehyde were
blocked following the tissue follow-up proce9762

Statistical analysis
Statistical Package for Social Sciences (SPSS)
version 19.0 was used for the statistical analysis of the data. Categorical measurements are
summarized as count and percentage (%) and
numerical measurements as mean and standard deviation. Between groups comparisons
of categorical measurements were made using
chi-square test and Fischer’s exact test where
appropriate. Because FGFR-1 stained weakly,
scores over 1 were considered high in the analysis; and since the cytoplasmic staining of
FGF-2 were strong, total scores of 3 or more
were considered high. For, IP3K scores of 2 or
Int J Clin Exp Pathol 2015;8(9):9760-9771
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics
of the patients
Age (years)
Sex

61.09±9.63
male
124 (96.1%)
female
5 (3.9%)
Stage
I
4 (3.1%)
II
19 (14.7%)
IIIA
26 (20.2%)
IIIB
44 (34.1%)
IV
36 (27.9%)
LN involvement
N0
18 (14%)
N1
47 (36.4%)
N2
52 (40.3%)
N3
12 (9.3%)
Metastasis
No
84 (65.1%)
Yes (1 organ)
33 (25.6%)
Yes (>1 organ)
12 (9.3%)
Smoking status
exsmoker (<5 years) 12 (9.3%)
exsmoker (>5 years)
18 (14%)
formersmoker
99 (76.7%)
Therapy
surgery
14 (10.8%)
CT
52 (40.3%)
CRT
38 (29.5%)
CT+RT
23 (17.8%)
RT
2 (1.6%)
Modality
neoadjuvant CT
41 (31.8%)
adjuvant CT
29 (22.5%)
palliative CT
43 (33.3%)
palliative RT
2 (1.6%)
Tuberculosis scar
Yes
17 (13.2%)
Radiotherapy scar
Yes
20 (15.5%)
Thrombosis
Yes
7 (5.4%)
CT: chemotherapy, CRT: chemoradiotherapy, RT: radiotherapy.

more were considered high expression. In survival analysis, expected survival curves for disease-free survival and overall survival were
obtained with the univariate Kaplan Meier
method. The survival curves obtained for different factors were compared using Log rank test.
Cox regression model was used for the multivariate analysis of the potential prognostic factors impacting on the outcome variables of
overall survival (OS), disease-free survival
(DFS), and progression-free survival (PFS).
Factors found to have significant impact
(P<0.10) in the univariate analysis, were included in the Cox regression model. The effects
were expressed as hazard ratio (HR) and 95%
confidence interval (CI). Results with P≤0.05
were considered statistically significant.
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Results
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the
patients are presented in Tables 1, 2 displays
the epithelial and stromal expressions of
FGFR1, FGF2, and IP3K in paraffin blocks of the
patients. Since all of the patients had smoking
history, a statistically significant difference
could not be observed in FGFR1, FGF2, and
IP3K expressions by smoking status. However,
a statistically significant association was
observed between stromal FGF2 and active
smoking when those who had quitted smoking
and those who are actively smoking were compared (P<0.05). Stromal FGF2 expression was
determined to be lower among active smokers.
Still, no difference was observed between quitters and active smokers with regard to other
expressions.
Evaluation of smoking in terms of package/year
in 3 groups (0-40 packs/year=1; 41 to 70
packs/year =2; and >70 pack/years =3) yielded
that as package/year consumption increased
FGFR1 total expression (P=0.002) and FGF2
stromal intensity increased (P<0.05) and FGF2
expression decreased (P=0.001). No statistically significant difference was observed in
IP3K total expression by package/year cigarette consumption (P=0.87).
Tumor diameter and disease stage were not
significantly different in terms of expressions
either: For tumor diameter: FGFR1 total,
P=0.64; vs. FGF2 total, P=0.66; vs. IP3K total,
P=0.47; FGF2 intensity, P=0.73, FGFR1 intensity, P=0.92; for disease stage: FGFR1 total,
P=0.52; FGF2 total, P=0.10; IP3K total,
P=0.88; FGF2 intensity, P=0.31; FGFR1 intensity, P=0.54.
Statistically significant difference was not
observed between lymph node involvement by
expression either but among N3 patients,
despite the low number, FGFR was detected to
be high in 6 of the total of 9 patients, which was
statistically significant (P=0.02). Additionally,
among patients with suprarenal metastasis,
FGFR1 total expression was high and FGF2
total and IP3K total expressions were low; however, this difference was not statistically different due to small patient number (80% and
P=0.18; 100% and P=0.21; 80% and P=0.54,
respectively).
Evaluation of the association between tuberculosis scars and expressions showed that those
Int J Clin Exp Pathol 2015;8(9):9760-9771
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Table 2. Epithelial and stromal expressions of
FGFR1, FGF2, and IP3K in paraffin blocks of
the patients
FGFR1 tumoral
FGFR1 stromal

FGFR1 total
FGF2 tumoral
FGF2 stromal

FGF2 total
IP3K total

high
low
verylow
low
high
veryhigh
low
high
low
high
verylow
low
intermediate
high
high
low
high
low

44 (44.4%)
55 (55.6%)
24 (24.2%)
14 (14.4%)
22 (22.2%)
39 (39.2%)
59 (59.6%)
40 (40.4%)
90 (90.9%)
9 (9.1%)
19 (19.2%)
19 (19.2%)
26 (26.3%)
35 (35.4%)
12 (12.1%)
87 (87.9%)
31 (32%)
66 (68%)

with tuberculosis scars had a significantly
increased FGFR intensity (P=0.06). A significant difference was not observed in case of
other expressions.
When the association between post-radiotherapy scars and expression was evaluated, significant increase in FGFR tumor expression
among those with post-radiotherapy scars was
observed (P=0.05).
In patients without history of thrombosis were
found to have a lower FGF2 total expression
though not statistically significant (P=0.07),
compared to those having history of
thrombosis.
An evaluation of the patients based on the chemotherapies they received, of the 129 patients,
gemcitabine/cisplatin (gemcis) was administered to 69, cisplatin/vinorelbine (cisvino) to
31, docetaxel to 29, carboplatin/gemcitabine
(carbogen) to 8, cisplatin/paclitaxel (cispac) to
6, and cisplatin/etoposide (ciseto) to 19
patients.
Univariate overall survival analyses
The distribution of the 125 patients whose survival data are known is as follows: overall sur-
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vival (OS) of 70.7±7.1 months in Stages I+II;
43.6±9 months in Stage IIIA; 22±3.2 months in
Stage IIIB; and 15.2±2.5 months in Stage IV.OS
did not show statistically significant difference
by tumor diameter (T) (P=0.9). There was no
significant difference between active smokers
and quitters with respect to OS either (P=0.5).
On the other hand, a significant association
was found between OS and lymph node involvement (P<0.001). In terms of distant metastasis, single and multiple organ metastasis cases
had significantly different OS results (P<0.001).
OS outcomes did not vary significantly across
patients with different smoking amounts in
package/year (P=0.60). Eastern Cooperative
Oncology Group (ECOG) performance scores
(PS) had a statistically significant relationship
with OS (P<0.001). Patients who had pneumonectomy and lobectomy survived longer than
those not operated (P<0.001). Neoadjuvant,
adjuvant, palliative chemotherapy patients and
those who did not receive any chemotherapy
had statistically significant differences in OS
(P<0.001).
Patients who were administered curative radiotherapy had longer OS than those who received
palliative radiotherapy (P=0.002) and those
with bone metastasis had longer OS than those
who had brain metastasis (P=0.001). With
regard to chemotherapy, a comparison of
patients who only received gemcis with those
who received other chemotherapies did not
yield any statistically significant difference in
terms of OS (P=0.35).
The patients did not have statistically significant differences in OS based on FGFR1, FGF2,
and IP3K total expressions (P=0.46, P=0.75,
and P=0.69, respectively). Since there were a
small number of patients with high expression
in the FGF2 stroma group, low and high density
groups were further compared, and those with
low FGF2 stroma were observed to survive
longer.
Multivariate overall survival analyses
The multivariate analyses were conducted to
investigate if there was a difference in OS of
patients who differed by disease stage, ECOG
performance score, lymph node involvement,
metastasis, radiotherapy, therapies received,
package/year of smoking, and whether or not
receiving only gemcis chemotherapy or another
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Figure 7. Relationship between total fibroblast growth factor receptors and
overall survival in Stages I and II. Green curve: high expression; Blue curve:
low expression.

PS≥2 increased compared to
those with ECOG PS=0 by 3.9
times (minimum and maximum multiples of 1.45 and
10.5, respectively). OS was
detected to differ between
those with N1 and N2 lymph
node involvements (P=0.06;
HR=0.89-27.99). The risk
decreased for those who
received adjuvant chemotherapy compared to those who
did not, and they had a longer
survival
[P=0.019;
HR=
0.004-0.601)]. While only marginally significant, it was observed that among the chemotherapy receivers, those who
received cisplatin/gemcitabin
survived for longer than others (P=0.05).

In the multivariate analysis,
the tumoral, stromal, and total
expressions of FGFR1, FGF2,
and IP3K, the cofactors in univariate analysis that significantly affected the survival
rate were included: disease
stage, ECOG PS, lymph node
involvement, therapies received, metastasis, package/
year of smoking, being active
smoker vs. quitter, and expressions of FGFR1, FGF2, and
IP3K. Of these, ECOG PS,
treatments received, presence of metastasis, FGF2
intensity, and FGFR1 total
expression had statistically
significant impact. Those with
low ECOG PS had higher risk
than those with high ECOG PS
(P=0.033; RR (relative risk)
=2.7 and HR=1.1-6.7). Those
who received chemoradiotherFigure 8. Relationship between total fibroblast growth factor receptors and
apy were at higher risk than
overall survival in Stage IIIA. Green curve: high expression; Blue curve: low
those who received chemoexpression.
therapy only (P=0.09; RR=2.7;
HR=0.83-9.2). Patients with
chemotherapy via Cox regression analysis, and
multiple metastases were also at higher risk
than those with no metastasis (P=0.07;
each of these factors’ impact on survival were
RR=4.4; HR=0.9-22). Mortality risks increased
examined. The impact of the disease stage
as total FGFR2 and FGF2 intensity increased
observed in univariate analysis on OS disap(P=0.03; RR=22.3, HR=1.3-372 and P=0.08;
peared in the multivariate analysis model.
RR=3.2; HR=0.85-12, respectively).
However, the mortality risk of those with ECOG
9765
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Figure 9. Relationship between total fibroblast growth factor receptors and
overall survival in Stage IIIB. Green curve: high expression; Blue curve: low
expression.

stages (P=0.43), but better
survival outcomes for patients
with high FGFR1 expression in
Stages I+II, Stage IIIA, and
Stage IV and poorer results for
those in Stage IIIB. At the 24th
month at Stage IV, while 20%
of the low FGFR1 tumor expression cases had survived,
approximately 40% of the high
FGFR1 tumoral expression
cases had survived. When OS
was compared based on
expressions of total FGF2,
FGFR1 intensity, and FGF2
intensity by disease stage, no
difference was observed (P=
0.24, P=0.86 and P=0.30,
respectively). OS comparison
based on disease stage, FGFR
and FGF2 total expressions
yielded no significant results
for OS across all stages
(P=0.42 and P=0.23, respectively). However, high total
FGF2 expression in Stages IIIA,
IIIB, and IV were observed to be
associated with early deaths. A
significant OS difference was
not observed in investigation
of IP3K (p110α) total expression by disease stage.
Disease-free survival (DFS)

Median DFS in Stages I and II
was 32 months. No statistically
significant difference was observed between DFS and
FGFR1 tumor, tumoral FGF2,
FGF2 intensity, FGFR1 intensity, FGFR1 total, FGF2 total, and
IP3K total expressions in Stage
I and II (P=0.71, P=0.94,
Figure 10. Relationship between total fibroblast growth factor receptors
P=0.33, P=0.54, P=0.41, P=
and overall survival in Stage IV. Green curve: high expression; Blue curve:
0.73, and P=0.34, respectivelow expression.
ly). No significant results were
obtained in the multivariate
Evaluation of the association between OS
Cox regression analysis comparing disease
based on disease stage and expressions of
stage, treatment, and expressions.
FGFR1, FGF2, and IP3K (Figures 7-10)
Progression-free survival (PFS)
Comparison of OS based on FGR1 tumor
expressions by disease stage yielded the folMedian PFS was detected to be 6.5 months
lowing results: no OS difference in-between all
among advanced stage patients, with a median
9766
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of 4 months. Stage-wise expressions and PFS
were not found to have a significant
association.
Discussion
NSCLC is the leading cause of cancer mortality
worldwide, in both men and women [23].
Prognostic and/or predictive impacts of many
biochemical and clinical characteristics have
been investigated. The genomic mutations
detected in SqCLC are of great importance
because of the possibility that they can determine the prognosis because the average survival in lung carcinoma is still 8-10 months [24].
FGFR1 amplification plays role in squamous
cell lung carcinogenesis through IP3K, MAPK
pathway and FGF2 on initiation (smoking as an
etiologic trigger) and progression (angiogenesis, metastasis). FGFR1 and FGF2 amplifications have been proven to affect disease stage
and survival in SqCLC and to play a role in predicting the benefit of adjuvant chemotherapy in
early stages, chemoradiotherapy in local
advanced disease, and chemotherapy in
advanced disease.
FGFR1 amplification in SqCLC was detected to
be between 16-22% in different studies [25,
26]. While some studies did not demonstrate
an OS advantage, others associated it with
poor OS and relapse free survival (RFS) based
on the nuclear or membranous nature of the
staining, and was even associated with better
OS in a platinum receiving subgroup analysis in
a study [14, 16, 26-29]. In our study, FGFR1
amplification was, detected as 40%, higher
than in other studies. However, the association
between FGFR1 expression and smoking has
not been clearly identified, as majority of the
patients in our study were active or former
heavy smokers. We determined that the FGFR1
expression increased as the package/year of
smoking increased. With increased duration of
smoking, lung carcinoma risk increases and
this effect is reflected upon FGFR1.
The role of smoking in the development of
especially small and squamous CLC is not
clearly defined. Among these two cancer types
that are directly associated with smoking,
detection of high FGFR1 expression in SqCLC
patients is actually an indicator of the fact that
FGFR1 is not a direct and sole contributor of
the association between smoking and lung car9767

cinoma. FGFR1 amplification might have been
detected as high in our patient group because
there were no patients without smoking history.
Moreover, the expression percentage (%) within
the Turkish population is not known, because
this is the first study conducted in Turkey on
this topic. A significant difference was not
observed between lymph node involvement
and FGFR1 expression either but among the N3
patients, 6 of the 9 patients had high FGFR1
expression, which was close to the level of statistical significance. Additionally, patients with
suprarenal metastasis had high total FGFR1
expression, which could not reach the level of
statistical significance most probably due to
low number of patients. A similar finding was
presented in a recent study as well, in which
visceral metastases were observed to increase
as FGFR1 expression increased [30]. This finding also explains the association between high
FGFR1 expression and poor prognosis. Though
the intermediate pathways of carcinogenesis
are not clearly defined, high expression in early
stages, considering the high expression in
cases with suprarenal metastasis and as the
FGFR/FGF angiogenesis association is also
known, FGFR1 may be speculated to contribute
to development of distant metastasis.
Therefore, drugs targeting these molecules can
be further studied in order to prevent progression and metastasis.
An association between tuberculosis scars and
SqCLC has been mentioned. An investigation of
the relationship between tuberculosis and
FGFR1 expression among the patients in our
study led to detection of an increased FGFR1
intensity among cases with tuberculosis scars
and that this increase was close to the level of
significance.
Though not many, there are studies in the medical literature pointing out that tumor necrosis
factor-α, vascular endothelial growth factor,
and FGF play a role in radiotherapy-related lung
damage [31-33]. In our study, when investigated the relationships between post-radiotherapy
scar and expressions, we have also identified
high FGFR1 tumoral expression among those
with scars. Moreover, while Stage IIIB patients
receiving chemoradiotherapy as part of their
treatment who had low FGFR expression survived longer than 20 months, the other group
failed to survive. High FGFR1 expression may
predict chronic toxicity of radiotherapy (post 20
months).
Int J Clin Exp Pathol 2015;8(9):9760-9771
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No significant difference was observed in OS of
our patients with respect to FGFR1 total expression. Multivariate analyses did not detect a significant difference in other parameters with
respect to FGFR1 expression either.

believed to occur via endothelial nicotinic acetylcholine receptors. There is a synergistic
interaction between angiogenetic growth factor
receptors and endothelial nicotinic acetylcholine receptors.

FGF2 expression in NSCLC was defined first by
Takanami et al. [34, 35]. However, its prognostic significance is still disputable [34, 36-39]. In
our study, the pathologic evaluations showed
that epithelial staining was stronger for FGFR1
and stromal staining was stronger for FGF2.
With the few publications examining FGFR1
and FGFR2 expression together, this finding
has not been explained in the literature. A study
conducted with resected NSCLC patients
reported an association between immunohistochemically increased tumoral FGF2 expression
and reduced 5-year survival, and between
increased stromal expression and increased
5-year survival [40].

Thrombosis is observed at a 10% rate in lung
cancer. Comparison of the cases with and without thrombosis history showed that, though not
statistically significant, FGF2 total expression
was lower among those without thrombosis history. According to the findings of a former study,
the FGFR1 pathway-related increased FGF2
expression on walls of varicose veins affected
the enzymes in extracellular matrix metabolism
and plays a role in vein wall remodeling and disease pathogenesis [42]. Not many other studies investigated this relationship.

In our study, tumoral FGF2 expression was
observed to be high in 9 (9.1%) patients and
low in 90 (90.9%) patients. Stromal FGF2
expression was very low in 19 (19.2%) patients,
low in 19 (19.2%) patients, moderate in 26
(26.3%) patients, and high in 35 (35.4%)
patients. Based on a review of the total FGF2
expression, both epithelial and stromal, 12
(12%) patients had high and 87 (88%) patients
had low expression. A comparison of the total
FGF2 expression by disease stage demonstrated no difference in OS across all stages.
However, keeping the statistically low patient
count in mind, high total FGF2 expression was
observed to be associated with early deaths in
Stages IIIA, IIIB, and IV. While disease stage is
the most significant prognostic factor, OS was
not observed to be associated with stage-FGF2
together, but FGF2, independent of stage, was
observed to be associated with death.
As an investigation of the effect of active smoking, a statistically significant association was
observed between FGF2 stroma and active
smoking, but not in quitters. Stromal FGF2
expression was low among active smokers.
Though FGF2 stroma intensity increases as
package/year smoking increased, total FGF2
expression decreased. This finding was in
accordance with the findings of another study
in the medical literature [41]. Nicotine use
increases FGF2 secretion from endothelial
cells [41]. This effect on angiogenesis is
9768

The multivariate analysis of our data failed to
demonstrate OS association with disease
stage, ECOG PS, lymph node involvement, chemotherapy, metastasis, radiotherapy, therapies received, package/year of smoking, and
receiving gemcisonly or another chemotherapy.
However, we determined that mortality risk
increased as FGF2 intensity increased.
Interestingly, increased stromal FGF2 expression was associated with increased 5-year survival in some studies in literature (70% and
53%; and this finding remained significant in
multivariate analysis as well [40].
IP3K (p110α) amplifications and mutations,
detected in various rates in NSCLC, are
observed in SqCLC more often than in adenocarcinoma. Literature reports amplification
rates varying between 33-43% [20, 21, 43,
44]. Increased stromal IP3K expression has
been determined to be associated with good
prognosis [45]. IP3K mutation and amplification, among squamous cell subtype cases
among Japanese lung carcinoma patients,
were observed more in males compared to
females and in smokers [20]. Observed at higher rates among early stage patients, it can be
considered a curative target especially in case
of patients not suitable for traditional molecular targeted therapies. Yet, its role in carcinogenesis in earlier stage lesions such as dysplasia and atypical adenomatous hyperplasia is
still not clear [20].
Another study reported that activation of IP3K/
Akt pathway was increased among higher grade
Int J Clin Exp Pathol 2015;8(9):9760-9771
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and advanced stage patients. This study also
demonstrated that p110α, a catalytic subtype
of IP3K, was the main determinant of Akt pathway activation [46]. Increased IP3K expression
in NSCLC was demonstrated in metastases as
well, and the expression is believed to increase
as tumor stage increases. PI3K/AKT pathway is
targeted in NSCLC in order to increase survival,
reduce chemo- and radiotherapy resistance,
and to prevent metastasis [47].
In our study, a review of the total IP3K expression, both tumoral and stromal, revealed high
expression in 31 (32%) and low expression in
66 (68%) patients. A statistically significant difference was not observed between IP3K total
expression and package/year of smoking.
Moreover, low IP3K total expression was
detected among cases with suprarenal metastasis but this finding was not statistically significant due to low number of cases (80%, P=0.54).
An association of IP3K with tumor diameter
and disease stage was not observed. Total
IP3K expressions in our patients did not have a
significant difference with OS.
In conclusion, the recent lung carcinoma studies in medical literature are on either SCLC or
NSCLC. However, following developments of
targeted therapies in adenocarcinoma, amplifications and mutations related to tumorigenesis
only in SqCLC cases have been investigated to
a great extent. Studies investigating especially
FGFR1, FGF2, and IP3K among them and their
relationships with other prognostic and clinical
parameters have controversial findings. In our
study with early and advanced stage SqCLC
patients, we investigated both the percentages
(%) of these expressions and if they are prognostic and/or predictive or not.
We determined the relationships of FGFR1,
FGF2, and IP3K with clinical parameters among
early and advanced stage SqCLC patients were
to be significant only within clinical subgroups
with specific characteristics (active smokers,
cases with tuberculosis scars, cases with radiotherapy scars). A predictive significance of
expressions was not observed among early or
advanced stage cases, and those received
treatment. A statistical difference was not
observed with regard to survival (OS, DFS, and
PFS) either.
We failed to statistically point out a prognostic
significance of expressions in this study.
Though not statistically significant, high FGF2
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was determined to be associated with poor survival among advanced stage cases. However, it
was observed that FGFR expression could have
an (predictive) association with smoking, tuberculosis scar, and long-term fibrosis associated
with radiotherapy. Future studies are needed
on this matter; and clinical trials about agents
inhibiting these pathways are at yet at phase 1.
Over the years, targeted treatments inhibiting
these pathways in SqCLC may be introduced to
routine clinical practice.
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